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The recent development of a successful

Braille terminal at the University of Dayton has enlarged the field of computer
operations for the blind.

The device was demonstrated at an international conference

on the blind in computer programming at Cleveland, Ohio, in October, sponsored by the
Association for Computing Machinery.
In operation, the tape perforator of standard teletype--modified to emboss rather
than punch--de1ivers the raised characters of Braille on the tape.

Simultaneously,

it visually prints on the carriage of the teletype in the normal manner.
A specially designed code converter takes the computer output from an acoustical
coupler, converts ASCII to Braille, and feeds it to the teletype .
Thus a blind programmer, entirely unassisted and working in the interactive
mode, can compose, enter, debug, call, execute and modify new and existing programs
from his office terminal.
The converter is system independent and can be used with any standard coupler.
It can tie into

any

type of system that uses ASCII code transmission.

The code converter is a portable unit employing solid-state, integrated circuitry.
The prototype model is about the size of a large suitcase and is easily carried by
hand.

Further miniaturization will considerably reduce its size and weight.
The embossing unit, which handles 128 characters, can be attached to

teletype.

any

standard

In addition to its computer function, it also permits the teletype to be

used as a standard typewriter, producing a "carbon copy" in Braille for the blind typist.
The Braille terminal was the joint effort of members of the Office for Computing
Activities at the University of Dayton.

Design of the terminal was initiated by Guy

Carbonneau, a systems specialist who concentrated on the code converter.

Construction

of the Braille embosser was principally the work of Andrew Piekutowski, a mechanical
engineer at the University.

Dr. John Gunter, Director of OCA at Dayton, supervised

and directed the project.
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